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Cheerleaders Cited
for "Grain Train" Party
by Brian Rowe
Staff Writer
This scene is soon to be a familiar one as exams begin on Saturday, the 14th. Thursday and Friday are
reading days. Photo by Meryl Levin
Curriculum Plans Discussed
by Judy Sandford
Staff Writer
Trinity is one of the few colleges
to offer an open curriculum. That
may change soon. Although incom-
ing freshmen are encouraged to
NWMUMiiiift:,varied \ataxw load, no
requirements are made outside of
Milling a major. According to
Professor Frank Kirkpatrick, Sec-
retary to the Faculty, any changes
in the curriculum "would go into
effect in the fall of 1988."
The faculty is now in the process
of talking about and voting on the
issue of a core curriculum. Kirk-
patrick notes that the faculty is di-
vided-en the issue to change the
curriculum. Indeed, several fac-
ulty members are happy with the
way things are. Some faculty are
"not finding enough students in
the humanities are taking natural
sciences."
One suggestion offered make re-
quirements while keeping Trinity
unique. It would ask students to
integrate a thematic minor of at
least six courses before taking on
a major. Another suggestion would
be to require students to take one
course in each of the major disci-
plines.
The reason why some faculty
want to make changes is that they
feel students are graduating with-
out any "internal proficiency and
cannot accurately be called liberal
arts graduates," Kirkpatrick said.
Students are wondering how
changes might affect the attitudes
of prospective students.
"Requirements may be attrac-
tive to better students, but may
also cause us to lose some at the
same time," Kirkpatrid: com-
mented.
"The faculty considers any
changes to be extremely important
and takes this situation seriously.
Trinity must keep a vision of some-
thing distinctive from other col-
leges," he said.
The recent "Grain Train" dance,
sponsored by the Trinity Cheer-
leaders, violated "several alcohol
policy regulations," according to
Assistant Dean of Students, Paula
Chu-Richardson.
The main violation of the policy,
according to the college, was the
distribution of hundreds of pam-
phlets advertising the grain alco-
hol punch that was served at the
dance.
"The policy states that alcohol
shall not be advertised; especially
such a potentially dangerous drink
as grain alcohol," Chu-Richardson
said.
Holly Davoren, captain of the
cheerleading squad, acknowledged
that the advertising was question-
able according to college restric-
tions.
"We agree we did something
wrong as far as the advertising
goes, but in the week before the
dance no one in the administration
notified us about removing the
signs or changing the ads."
. Although grain alcohol is not
prohibited by college policy, Chu-
Richardson believes the beverage
is more harmful due to its high po-
tency.
"Grain alcohol is a very danger-
ous drink and its relative lack of
taste encourages irresponsibility,
she said.
Underage students were served
at the party, according to Chu-
Richardson.
"A few underage students were
served, and one was taken to the
hospital due to intoxication," Chu-
Richardson said.
Davoren defended the effort to
resrict drinking at the party.
"We carded every person and
the bartenders mixed and served
all the alcohol," she said.
Representatives from the cheer-
leaders, bartenders, and Dean of
Students Office met last Friday to
discuss the aftermath of the "Grain
Train" incident.
According to Chu-Richardson,
the captains of the squad have been
placed on admonition status and
are required to write a bulletin for
the college community concerning
the dangers of alcohol consump-
tion. The organization is also pro-
hibited from sponsoring parties for
the remainder of the academic
year.
In addition, both bartenders and
several students who were intoxi-
cated have been given penalties,
according to the Dean of Students
Office.
Consortium Offers Jobs to Seniors-
by Deborh L. Owen
Staff Writer
Housing Lottery Held
by Patrick J. Trostle
News Editor
The "mini" housing lottery will
be held during Reading Days to
place approximately 180 students
in college housing, according to
Kristina Dow, Director of Residen-
tial Services. The December hous-
ing lottery concerns students
returning from leave and those
who desire alternative rooms.
The size of the mini-lottery this
year is average, Dow said.
"The December lottery is open
to students returning to the col-
lege for the spring term or anyone
who has put themselves on the
waiting list for a [housing] change.
It is much smaller than the regular
housing lottery and it is run more
informally... This year's mini-lot-
tery is typical in size, there is no
great number of students coming
in who desire changes," she said.
The mini-lottery has been suc-
cessful in years past, Dow com-
mented.
"We've run the same program
with success the last eight years."
Dow said.
The absolute deadline for mini-
lottery candidates is Wednesday,
according to the Office of Residen-
tial Services.
INSIDE:
Hockey Dethroned
in Tourney
"Hamlet Machine"
Chip Rhodes'
Column
The Career Counseling Center
has been humming with efficiency
this semester, aiding students with
resumes, applications, and career
choices.
The New York and Boston Re-
cruiting Consortiums are 2 of the
most important projects Career
Counseling has been tackling this
year. The Consortiums are set up
to make it easier for organizations
to hire top Trinity students:
Rozanne Burt, Director of Ca-
reer Counseling explains the con-
cept behind the consortiums as
"setting up an avenue of access
from students to employers wh
didn't traditionally recruit on our
campus." This is an incredible op-
portunity for both students and
employees. The whole consortium
project is about 3/4 completed now
and repsonse to it thus far shows
its definite success.
The consortiums begin in the fall
of each year. In early November
students could select a maximum
number of 10 employers to receive
their resumes. They then turned
their resumes into Career Coun-
seling, who handles all the paper
work and administi-ative tasks
during the Consortium process,
and the resumes were sent to em-
ployers who have had a month to
review the students and make their
selections. The results for this
year's students will be out this
week, according to the office.
In New York there are almost
30 organizations participating.
There are 4 other schools partici-
pating: Conn. College, Middle-
bury, Tufts, and Stanford. The
employers must choose two from
each of the five schools, and then
have free choice .of 1 each from 3
of the schools. Trinity had 114 stu-
dents apply, submitting a total of
845 resumes. From that 63 were
chosen for at least one interview,
some for multiple interviews, re-
sulting in a 55% success rate.
Three schools from the Boston
area are also participating in the
program, including Bates, Bow-
doin and Holy Cross. Again em-
ployers had to choose 3 from each
school. The Boston employers were
diverse, ranging from Mass. Gen-
eral Hospital to the Boston Chil-
dren's Museum. Of the 99 Trinity
applicants 41 were chosen for
either an interview or as an alter-
nate. Trinity students received
more interview opportunities than
any of the other schools. Some of
the employers have even decided
to come to out campus to recruit
more Trinity seniors.
The interviews will be held in
early January in Boston and New
York. Career Counseling will take
the whole program to see who
makes it through 2nd interviews,
who gets offers and who accepts
them.
If students were not selected for
interviews it doesn't mean com-
plete rejection. Some have been
placed on waiting lists, plus stu-
dents can follow up on their own.
Trinity Community Responds
To Tutu Refugee Fund
Mfembers of the Trinity College
community have donated $4665 to
the Desmond Tutu Refugee Fund.
The donation was presented last
week to Naomi Tutu Seavers,
daughter of Bishop Tutu and chair-
person of the fund.
The fund is administered by the
Capital Region Conference of
Churches and provides economic
support for refugee camps in coun-
tries beyond the borders of South
Africa.
The initiative for the fund drive
at Trinity came in mid-October
from Trinity's board of Trustess,
who invited other members of the
College community to join with
them in support for South Africa's
blacks.
At that time, the trustees also
established two scholarships for
South African refugees to attend
Trinity College. According to Trin-
ity President James F. English Jr.,
the College is working, through
Bishop Tutu's Southern African
Refugee Scholarship Fund (estab- '
lished by Tutu in November 1984),
as well as the South African Edu-
cation Program, headed by Presi-
dent Derek Bok of Harvard, in
seeking students for these schol-
arships.
In addition, Trinity has donated
$2800 to the South African Stu-
dent Scholarship Fund, which sup-
ports balcks and colored students
attending white South African
Universities. This contribution was
made through the New England
Board of Higher Education,
An educational program on the
Trinity College campus, also man-
dated by the trustees in October,
began in November, with visits to
campus by Simeon Nkoane, Suf-
fragen Bishop of Johannesburg,
and David Welsh, professor of po-
litical studies at the University of
Capetown. Other events will be
held nnext semester.
At their October 12th meeting,
Trinity's trustees voted to divest
shares in two U.S. companies
which had not signed the Sullivan
Principles, and to continue to work
with Sullivan signatory companies
in pressing for change in South Af-
rica.
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar
Today: Wednesday: Thursday:
A slide show featuring lesbian im-
ages with commentary entitled
"Women See Women" will be held
in the Women's Center, MCC, at
7pm.
6:00 - 18- Carsons Comedy Clas-
sics
6:30 - CBN -Green Acres
7:00 - 22 - Wheel Of Fortune
11:30 - 4 - Carson - Guests: polka
songwriter, Vlasta Krsek
12:30 - 4 • Late Night with Letter-
man - Guests: Bob and Ray
THE SNOWMAN
You'd better not cry,
you'd better not pout!
it's Santa's own story.
Fred Astafre narrates
the animated adventure.
The Triniy Library Booksale- Spe-
cil Holiday Edition Wenesday thru
Friday in the Library Lobby
The Jazz Band will play in the
Cave, free admission, 9:30 - 1:00
3:00 -11 - The Jetsons - 20 - Scooby
Doo • 18 - Josie and the Pussycats
4:00 - 4 - Love Connection
5:00 - 5 - The Brady Bunch
8:30 - 1 1 : The Twilight Zone
-PBS - A Christmas Special with
Luciano Pavarotti
11:30 - 4 - Carson - Guests: William
F. Buckley, Jr.
12:30 - 4 - Late Night • Guests:
Martin Mull
Friday:
12:30 - 2 - The Young and the Rest-
less
1:00 - 8 - All My Children
2:00 - 8 - One life to Live
3:00 - 8 - General Hospital
11:30 - 4 - Carson - Guests: Luther
Vandross
12:30 - No Letterman - Sorry.
Watch Star Trek, - 11
7:00 -13 - Madhur Jaffrey's Indian
Cookery - CBN - Courtship of Ed- •
die's Father - LIF - Mother's Day
- How to answer a child's sexual
questions.
8:00 - 4 - The Cosby Show
8:30 - 4- Family Ties ... (You know
the rest of this lineup, so we'll stop
here. Ed.)
11:30 - 4 - Carson - Guests:????????
12:30 - 4 - Letterman - Guests: Don
Hewitt, 60 Minutes Producer
Help
Wanted:
There are many employers looking
for student help from December
20th to January 15th. If you are
available during this time, please
call the Financial Aid Office and
leave your name.
The Post office is looking for help
over Christmas Break. Contact
Ernie, Dan, or Mary.
Student Worker needed Spring
Semester to work at Residential
Services. Work involves general
office/clerical duties. Prefer a
freshman or sophomore who will
be able to continue working for the
next few years. Must be work-
study eligible. Apply at the Office
of Residential Services (ext. 382);
Santa Claus For Your Information
is Coming
to Town
Individuals who will be on-leave for
the Spring Term can pick up 1986
Residence Selection Process pack-
ets in the Office of Residential
Services. Also, 1986-87 C/A appli-
cation packets are available.
Trip to Soviet Union: If you wish
to join Trinity's trip to the Soviet
Union in March and have not yet
informed Professor Kassow, send
him your name and box number.
Cinestudio
CHRISTMAS CLASSICS
Deadline for Intramural Basket-
ball is Monday, December 16. Ros-
ters should iinclude captains'
phone number and league prefer-
ence and should be submitted to
Burt Apfelbaum, Ferris Athletic
Center. For more information, call
x291.
Upcoming:
December 16th Tune in to the 14th
Annual On Again/Off Again Bob
Parzych Xmas Show, starring Chet
McPhee, Monday, 3pm to 6pm on
89.3 FM, WRTC.
Personals
Dear Susan (Loonin. N.I)
You iVirjjot to tjiw me your
phone number before you passed
out on me at JT's
-Joel (U of H)
726-9207
There's only one more Wednes-
day, one more Thursday, one more
Friday, one more Saturday...-.
Tonight: Paris, Texas (R) - A lone derelict, found at the point of death in
a Southwestern desert, stuggles fitfully, pathetically, comically to reclaim
his scattered and alienated family.
Wed.-Sat.: 7:30 - Thief of Hearts (R) - When a professional burgular breaks
into a house and steals a diary, detailing the amorous exploits and sexual
fantasies of a certain Michelle, he is enraptured, and resolves to woo this
lusty authoress. But Michelle is fictitious, and the real women who made
up the diary has her marriage badly shaken by the ensueing affair. 9:00 -
Compromising Positions (R) - Entertaining and sophisticated comedy-
mystery about the murder of a philandering periodonist who has been
seducing his female patients and keeping a file of Polaroid pictures that
revealed far more than their gums. One housewife, a former journalist,
sets out to discover whodunnit and thereby discovers all sorts of juicy
scandal, compromising many a social position in her affluent Long Island
suburb.
Sun.-Tues.: The Home- and the World - The drama, set in 1908, of a
wealthy and progressive Bengali who encourages his secluded and tradi-
tion-bound wife, Bimala, to make social contacts outside the family. Her
liberalizing, however, unexpectedly involves Bimala both romantically and —mi—^——•'* ' "
politically with a charismatic political activist, a boyhood friend of her \/\\rr\c\fi O f l 3 4 t hn
Street
} Library Hours for Christmas
Friday, Dec. 20
Saturday-Wednesday
Dec. 21-25
Thursday-Friday
Dec. 26-27
Saturday-Sunday
Dec. 28-29
Monday-Tuesday
Dec. 30-31
Wednesday, Jan. 1, '86
Thursday-Friday
Jan. 2-3
Saturday-Sunday Jan. 4-5
Monday-Friday
Jan. 6-10
Saturday-Sunday
Jan. 11-12
Monday-Wednesday
Jan.. 13-15
Thursday, Jan. 16, 1986
TRINITY LIBRARY
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Resume Reguiar Hours
Vacation
WATKINSON LIBRARY
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a,m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Resume Regular Hrs.
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Conference Attended
by Eloise Nurse
On Saturday, November 23, two
students representing Trinity Col-
lege, Wayne Gill and Linda Bay,
left for a four-day conference in
Houstan Texas.
The conference, entitled "Busi-
ness Tomorrow XI: American In-
novation in a Changing World,"
was sponsored by the Foundation
for Student Communication, an or-
ganization run entirely by Prince-
ton students and dedicated to
promoting communication be-
tween business and students. In
addition to putting on their 11th
annual conference, the Foundation
publishes Business Today maga-
zine, the nation's largest student-
run publication.
The conference was scheduled
around three days of speeches,
.panel discussions and smaller semr
inars and discussion groups. Stu-
dents discussed various subjects
with business people concerning
the role of government in private
industry, and the future of Ameri-
can technology in response to a
competitive internatinn-
The highlight of the conference
was a debate between George
Gilder, author of the bestseller,
Wealth and Poverty, and Robert
Reich, a prominent professor at
Hardvard University's J.F.K.
School of Gvoernment. The heated
debate was entitled, "Govern-
ment's Role in Innovation — On
Target or Misdirected?"
The conference provided a
unique opportunity for 200 stu-
dents from top colleges and un-
versities throughout the country
and 150 business executives from
over 60 sponsoring companies to .
engage in an effective and credible
student/business forum. The appli-
cation process for Business To-
morrow is very competitive. The
finalists are selected from a pool
of 2,000 students nominated by
their schools. Trinity's represen-
tatives felt that it was a very
worthwhile and educational expe-
rience. All expenses were paid by
the foundation and business spon-
sors. Anyone interested in attend-
ing next year's conference should
contact the Dean of Students of-
fice.
photo by Meryl Levin
Lecturer Discusses
Medical Technology
by Richard L. Takacs
Staff Writer
As medical technology becomes
more and more advanced, com-
puters are integrated more and
more both in the actual machinery
and in diagnostic clinical decisions.
The data memory, monitoring and
analytical capabilities of modern
computer systems make them ideal
for use in patient care and medical
treatment.
Dr. Mark Eckman of the Divi-
sion of Clinical Decision Making at
Tufts University School of Medi-
cine discussed the application of
this during the most recent Tech-
nology and Medicine lecture, "The
Role of Computers in Clinical De-
cision Making."
The Computer's role in medicine
has grown from that of simple
EKG heart monitoring machines to
ultra-modern devices that serve as
heartbeats, or others that regulate
time interval dosages of drugs.
Modern computers allow non-sur-
gical monitoring through CAT
scans of the brain, nuclear medi-
cine images and other automated
physiological observations.
Computers also allow rapid ac-
cess to patient medical records
which greatly speeds up the ad-
ministering of treatment. By inter-
relating past records with auto-
mated health testing, pharmacy in-
formation, and design support
systems, the computers can corre-
late the data into logical and un-
derstandable form.
The most modern and still exper-
imental involvement of computers
is that of expert systems in pro-
ducing diagnoses from all the cor-
related data. By comparing the
results to a set memory of symp-
tomatic information, computers
are being developed that can match
the data and produce logical con-
clusions as to the medica! treat-
ment necessary.
Taking people, out of the feed-
back group will not occur in the
immediate future, but it does loom
as a forseeabie possibility at some
time. The need for human-to-hu-
man interaction exists as a great
impediment towards implementa-
tion of these, computer reactive de-
vices , and this accounts for their
present day limited in-situ usage.
Dorm Names
Explored
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer
The origin of everyone's dorm
name is the timeless question.
Cook Dormitory was named for
A.D. Cook and Sons, a firm in
Hartford which, in 1827, donated
$500 to the founding of the Col-
lege.
Wheaton was named after Na-
thaniel Wheaton, the first secre-
tary of the board of Trustees of
Trinity College. Wheaton also
spent several years in England so-
liciting donations for the forma-
tion of Trinity, while at the same
time researching English educa-
tion.
Abraham Jackson was the pres-
ident of Trinity just following the
Civil War. During that time Trin-
ity was having grave troubles with
financing and enrollment. Jackson
is honored with a dormitory for his
work in pulling Trinity during that
troubled time.
George William Smith (Smith
Dorm) was president of Trinity
College during the 1890's, and di-
rectly ordered Trinity's break of
formal ties with the Dioces of Con-
necticut.
Clemens Dorm was named after
Mark Twain (i.e. Sam Clemens),
Hartford's most famous resident.
Twain publicly encouraged Trini-
ty's break of ties with the Dioces
of Hartford and was a vocal sup-
porter of President Smith.
Robb, FVohman, and Little was
the architectural firm that built the
Trinity Chapel. The Chapel was or-
dered to be built by President
Ogilby, who also oversaw the
building of Cook, Hamlin Hall, the
Clement Chemistry building (which
also houses the Cine-Studio). He is
known for being the great builder
of Trinity College, and was argua-
bly the best president Trinity has
ever had.
We at " ^ CONE co., INC.
Thank you at Srmiig (Salkge
for being our customers this
semester. In recognition' of your
continued support, we will remain
open until midnight during final
exams and we will serve
ftee coffee with any purchase.
This offer begins December 11 and
continues through midnight
December 19. Come join us!!
GOURMET ICE CREAM 699 MAPLE AVENUEHARTFORD, CT 06114
724-2688
BLOOM COUNTY
photo by Meryl Levin
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SGA Update BLOOM COUNTY
by Gina Letellier
During the November 19th
meeting, the SGA addressed the
parking situation brought about by
the eventual curbing of Summit
Street.
Hartford is in the process of re-
paving its major roads, according
to city planners. In order to give
the college time to plan for the
parking loss, the city lias delayed
the paving from its original time
schedule. Suggestions include hav-
ing the college pay for the paving
of Summit Street in turn for re-
ceiving a lot behind the curve or
possibly making the street wider
to allow parallel parking.
Other suggestions included not
allowing freshmen to have cars on
campus; increasing, registration
fees in order to raise money to buy
a new lot; building a new lot near
Jesse field; and having a parking
lottery. Other solutions offered
were constructing a lot in the area
between Elton and Wheaton;
checking into the CPTV lot, and
the possiblity of extending the
CPTV lot into South Campus.
The SGA also decided to begin a
mentor program in the fall or 1986.
The program would begin in the
Elton/Jones and South Campus
zones. One mentor, a graduate stu-
dent, would be placed in each zone.
The meeting of December 3rd
dealt with the Student Activity
Feed Surplus and'an appeal to the
Trustees regrading divestment.
An article in the Trinity Ob-
server brought to the forefront the
fact that there is approxamtely a
$30,000 surplus in the SGA/Stu-
NEWSBRIEFS
Operation Crossroads Seeks Students
Operation Crossroads Africa, Inc., a non-profit organiza-
tion focusing on international development and cross-cul-
tural exchange, is entering its 29th year of voluntary service
throughout Africa and the Caribbean and is seeking student
volunteers. In 1985, its 17 projects in 10 African countries
included refugee assistance in Sudan near the Eritrean Bor-
der. Eight Crossroads volunteers, working in conjunction
with the office of the Commision for Refugees of Sudan and
international refugee relief organizations, staffed a cholera
clinic, compiled survey data and assisted in the overall main-
tenance of a camp of Sudanese and Eritrean refugees.
Both volunteer and leader positions are open. Persons
interested in applying are encouraged to contact Crossreads
Africa, 150 Fifth Avenue, Suite 310, New York, New York
10011, phone (212) 242-8550 or (800) 42-AFRICA.
College Costs Concern Families
American families are being "driven into considerable lev-
els of debt" to pay for the rising cost of college, says John
C. Hoy, president of the New England Board of Higher
Education (NEBHE). A larger majority of New Englanders
compared to the American public overall is worried about
the rising cost of higher education.
Though Americans express deep concern about steadily
increasing tuition costs, Hoy told the nation's financial aid'
executives attending the annual joint conference of the Na-
tional Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs
and the National Council of Higher Education Loan Program
in New Orleans on Wednesday (November 6), they show
strong support for federal financial assistance, both for stu-
dents and colleges.
Hoy said that these were the findings of a national survey
" American attitudes toward higher education conducted in
st week of October by the Opinion Research Corpora-
3RC).
t- najor finding of the ORC poll was that a growing num-
ber of adult Americans intend to complete additional school-
ing, even as they express dismay about the rising costs of a
college education.
"When you consider that college tuition costs since 1978
have been going up at almost double the rate of inflation,"
Hoy said, "you cannot escape the conclusion'that college and
university administrators must do a better job of explaining
and justifying this continuing disparity to an irritated pub-
lic." .
The average tuition payer, he said, still hasn't the faintest
idea why college and university costs are increasing while
the fate of increases of prices and wages has slowed down
significantly for American industries and workers since 1981.
"The people who run higher education in.thiscountry have
failed to get their message across to the public," Hoy said.
"They had better start doing so if they expect to continue to
get the handsome increases in funding they have received
from state legislatures and private contributors in recent
years."
USIC Slates Journalism Contest
The John Chamberlain Student Journalism Award recog-
nizes college writer whose work "best defends and promotes
traditional values and the principles of distinguished syndi-
cated columnist and economic historian John Chamberlain.
, The Award encourages commentary from the writers and
editorial staffs of college newspapers and journals (dailies,
weeklies, quarterlies). Eligible entries must have been pub-
lished in a college paper or journal August 1985 through
February 1986. Eligible entires are those pieces, editorial or
reportorial, which advance or defend the spirit and ideals of
the free market system.
A cash prize will be awarded to the student winner to
assist with education, or in the furthering of his journalistic
endeavors.
Entries must be received by,March 3, 1986, and must have
been published in a college paper or journal August 1985
through February 1986. All entries become the property of
the USIC Educational Foundation, which reserves the right
to reprint winning pieces.
Send entries to the attention of Director of Programs,
USIC Educational Foundation, 200 Waverly Building,
Brentwood, Tennessee 37027, (615) 377-4792.
dent Activity Fund. The money is
under the control of the SGA. It
was suggested to the SGA that an
emergency fund be set up in case
a group were to surpass its budget
in a given year. Overspending has
been known to happen and such a
fund could be used to pay off bills
and other overruns.
Julie O'Gara and Gates Garrity
then addressed the SGA on the
Trustees lack of a definitive vote
regarding divestment. They asked
for a non-partisan appeal from the
SGA to the trustees. The October
decision was not a definitive deci-
sion, no vote was taken. The SGA
passed a resolution, 22-5-2, re-
questing that the Trustees decide
during their January of 1986 meet-
ing whether or not to divest from
companies that do business in
South Africa.
The SGA also discussed the new
alcohol policy at football games and
ways to improve it. As it stands,
anyone entering the stands can
only bring up to five beer cans.
Dean Toliver stated that there was
a definite decrease in alcohol re-
lated incedents. The possibility of
a beer concession stand was also
brought up.
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We Pay YouTOP
DOLLARS
For Your Textbooks
Bring in your textbooks for the best
deal around and be sure to register
for our
$250 GIVE-AWAY
Drawing
BE ONE OF 12 WINNERS
Enter Today
Grand Prize $100.00 Gift Certificate
2nd Prize $50.00 Gift Certificate
3rd Prizes (10) $10.00 Gift Certificates
Gift Certificates are valid for any Bookstore
merchandise, including books.
TO ENTER
1. Bring us your used textbooks.
2. Along with top dollars for your textbooks,
we'll give you an official entry certificate (or
just come into the store and ask for one — no
purchase or sale is necessary to enter). Place
your completed certificate in the USED
TEXTBOOKS GIVE-AWAY Box. One entry
per customer.
3. The drawing will be held and winners
announced after 2 p.m. of the last day of
finals. Winners names will be posted in the
store. They need not be present.
4. Contest is open to currently enrolled students
and to faculty/staff. Winners must provide
proof of eligibility. Bookstore employees are
not eligible.
Telephone. 525-3516
Stop in Today to
Pick Up Your $250
GIVE-AWAY Entry
Certificate. Be One
of 12 Winners! .
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
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ORLD OUTLOOK
Why In The U.S.?
by Tory Clawson
World Outlook Co-Editor
Two weeks ago an Egyptian air-
liner flying to Malta was hijacked.
It was a very tragic scene where
60 of the 98 people on board were
killed. Many people wondered how
such a tragedy was possible. They
wondered why no one came to help
with rescue operations sooner.
Both of these questions are well-
founded, but unfortunately, their
answers are not very satisfying.
The truth is that in Fort Bragg,
North Carolina there is a com-
mando unit that specializes in anti-
terrorism and hijack rescue oper-
ations. The members of this orga-
nization are highly trained and
very skillful. Yet, they are sta-
tioned in North Carolina rather
than overseas where all of the tur-
moil occurs.
During the Malta hijacking, the
Egyptians asked for the U.S. to
send help in rescuing the passen-
gers. In this type of emergency sit-
uation, time is of the utmost
importance. But these experts
were located on the other side of
the earth. Therefore, by the time
they arrived, it was clear that there
was little they could do.
It is absolutely appalling that be-
cause of this logistical error unnec-
essary lives were lost. These anti-
hijacking experts are necessary
simply from a humanitarian point
of view. They do not represent
U.S. support of one nation over
another. All nations should fight
terrorism together. During the
Egyptian crisis, the Maltese re-
quested that all American aids
should be dressed in civilian cloth-
ing to prevent any rescue attempts
from looking like a separate Amer-
ican effort. Well that request was
perfectly fine because the main
goal of the entire operation was to
save lives, not to wave the U.S.
flag.
Basically, it is clear that the U.S.
made a major blunder when they
decided to keep the commando unit
in the U.S. when it was first estab-
lished. Obviously, these people
need to be close to where most of
the terrorism occurs. After the
Achille Lauro hijacking when the
unit arrived too late to do any
good, the Reagan Administration
began to question thisdecision, and
their inclinations were further
strengthened after the Maltese fi-
asco. They are now seriously con-
sidering moving the unit to West
Germany or Italy. Although some
people may be applauding this ef-
fort, many are simply grateful that
common sense has finally entered
their heads.
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COLGATE UNIVERSITY
. . .invites you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate University offers the Master of Arts in
Teaching degree to liberal arts graduates interested
in teaching high school science, mathematics,
English, and social studies. Generous financial aid
is available to qualified students. For more infor-
mation write to: George E. De Boer, Chairperson,
Department of Education, Colgate University,
Hamilton, NY 13346 / Telephone: (315) 8244000.
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King's Unfulfilled Dream
by Hilary Davidspn
World Outlook Co-Editor
In August of 1963, Martin Lu-
ther King.Jr. rang out, "I have a
dream that my four little children
will one day live in a nation where
they will not be judged by the color
of their skin but by the content of
their character." Has that "one
day" come yet? Has Martin Luther
King's dream been fulfilled?
Overdue acts have been passed
and steps have been taken that
feed the dream and keep it alive.
The 1964 Civil Rights Act should
not have been necessary in a coun-
try which espouses freedom and
equality. Nevertheless, it has
helped. Blacks have made some
strides in education and in the
work-field. Blacks have been ap-
pointed to high federal positions.
In 1967 Thurgood Marshall was
made a Supreme Court Justice.
There are black doctors, lawyers,
mayors, and congressmen.
Yet unfortunately, there is a flip
side to this rosy coin. The tragic
figures speak for themselves. The
average income of a black man
with four years of college educa-
tion is about $2,000 less per year
than that of a white man with only
a high school education. It is esti-
mated that 46% of working age
black men are unemployed. About
a third of Black Americans live at-.
or below the poverty level. And
then, something happens which
brings to tight the inequality in
America and seems to negate the
progress blacks have made.
On November 25, only a week
after a black couple, Charles Wil-
liams and Marietta Bloxom, moved
into their Philadelphia home, they
announced that they were moving •
out. The reason- a few nights ear-
lier 400 whites stood outside of
their door yelling ".Beat it!" and
"We want them out!". There are
other incidences as well. In fact,
there were 61 racially motivated
attacks in housing cases this year,
an increase of 14 from 1984.
A 66 year-old Cleveland woman
died after a firebomb was thrown
into the house that she shared with
her son and his wife. The house
was in a predominantly white area.
In Quiney, Mass., a mother and her
11 year-old daughter were chased
out of their home by neighbors who
called them "niggers" and threw
garbage on their front porch. For
six months, rocks and eggs were
thrown at the house of a black fam-
ily living1 in a white neighborhood
in Lauderdale Lakes, Fla,
The attacks illustrate the ugly,
sickening racism that still exists in
this country. Martin Luther King
was once asked "How long1 will it
take?" before his dream would be
fulfilled and blacks would be
treated as equals. He replied, "It
will not be long." That was about
22 years ago. Sadly enough, the
attacks on the homes of black fam-
ilies that occured in November
alone and included firebombings
and cross burnings show that it
might take a lot longer.
TRUTH
Keeping peace with the
Soviet Union while at the
same time protecting our
freedom is a delicate task
and a relentless obligation.
NATO has successfully ful-
filled that obligation for the
past 115 years.
NATO.
We need your support.
And the truth is, you need ours.
STUDYART
IN THE
SOUTH OF
FRANCEAT
LACOSTE
SCHOOL OF THE ARTS IN FRANCE
SPONSORED BY
THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE
OF ART
Credit courses in sculpture,
stone carving, painting,
print making, drawing,
photography, French, art
history, poetry
Summer Term:
June.19 to July 31
Fall Semester:
Sept. 4 to Dec, 17
For illustrated brochure:
Foreign Study/LACOSTE
Cleveland Institute of Art
11141 East Boulevard
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
(216)229-0938
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Questioning Categories
Perhaps it is true that a presentation of only the female side
of things..As limited. But..is it any more limited than the
prevailing male view of things, which-ivhen not taken as abso-
lute truth-is at least seen as "serious", relevant and impor-
tant. "
- Sholamith Firestone in The Dialectic of Sex, 1970.
The Generalizations of gender pollute our learning. It
is time that Trinity come up with a plan to fully incor-
porate Women's Studies into the curriculum. Until it does
so, it will continue to slip furthur behind other institutions
as this field flourishes. More importantly, Trinity will
contradict its fundamental foundations.
Perhaps the one thing a liberal arts institution prides
itself on the most is its ability to question categories.
The Women's Studies program does just that. By studying
history, ethics, or philosophy based on the experiences
of men alone we limit ourselves. The knowledge we gain
is only half true.
Adding the experiences of women to our studies can
only force us to see things more clearly. It will allow us
to view things we already know in an entirely new manner.
And it will let us go on to future studies with one less
bias.
The Women's Studies Committee submitted a state-
ment and call for action on this issue in September of
1984. Their plan is to incorporate a Women's Studies
minor into the curriculum. The faculty has recently voted
unanimously that a proposal be made on Women's Stud-
ies by early next semester. It is an impending agenda
item for both the Educational Policy Committee and The
Curriculum Committee. Both committees would be wise
to consider it seriously.
It is not until the teaching of history reflects the
experiences of both women and men that we can be
satisfied with our education. At that time a seperate
Women's Studies program will no longer be necessary,
for we will truly be learning the "human" experience.
The GrainTrain Victims
The GrainTrain decision is as random as it is absurd.
The punishment is far too- heavy for the "crime".
The cheerleaders are guilty in that The publicity they
chose for their party did not fit the restrictions of the
alcohol policy. In other words, they used the word "grain"
on their posters instead of leaving us guessing. (We
usually spend a lot of time wondering whether or not
there will be alcohol at a party because the signs cer-
tainly don't tell us.)
But that is all the administration has on them: bad
publicity. They carded at the door. After that the re-
sponsibility must fall into the hands of the bartenders.
Why didn't the Adminstration take a minute during the
week long publicity and warn the cheerleaders to either
change the signs or take them down? They have done
just that in the past when other organizations were guilty
of the bad publicity atrocity. Is it to show us that they
are serious about the new alcohol policy? That would
have made sense in September. Or is it an attempt to
strike out against another organization rumored to have
also sponsored the party? But if this Is the case, why
victimize the cheerleaders? The adminstration's motive
is unclear and the penalty imposed is severe.
LETTERS POLICY
The Tripod welcomes letters from our readers.
Letters for publication should be typed, double
spaced, and must include the writer's name, although
names can be withheld from publication upon request.
Letters for publication should be mailed to the
Tripod via Box 1310 or delivered to Jackson Basement
so that they are received by 5 p.m. on Friday.
Letters are subject to editing for style, length, and
taste.
College Press Service
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Nyklicek
Responds To English Thankful For Support
Republican
Club
To The Editors,
I'd like to thank the Trinity Re-
publician Club for their amusing,
"response". Such pompousness
should not go unacknowledged.
My initial letter to the Tripod
was a response to what I believe
were absurd and unfounded criti-
cisms made against the Anti-
Apartheid Committee. Those who
, gathered at the October 11 vigil
called for divestment because they
wanted to, not because they were
coerced into doing so. It was their
way of voicing their opposition to
apartheid. The Trinity Republican
Club's suggestion that the Anti-
Apartheid Committee change its
name is so laughable that it is un-
worthy of refutation. To imply that
the Anti-Apartheid Committee is
devoted to anything other than
peaceful opposition to racism is
completely erroneous. In fact, di-
vestment is a peaceful method of
fighting racism. By investing in
corporations that do their business
in South Africa we are guilty of .
reaping benefits at the expense of
those who are exploited. If we
can't change this situation, and the
fact is that by ourselves we •can't,
the least we should do as an insti-
tution for higher learning is to di-
sassociate ourselves from such
oppression. The "free" in free en-
terprise means that you don't have
to do business with someone if you
don't want to.
A liberal arts education is sup-
posed to expand one's thinking, not
promote tunnel vision. Denying
that others who hold different
views may have some validity to
their beliefs and actions is a dis-
play of some very narrow thinking
indeed.
Sincerely,
Paul Nyklicek,'86
I would like to thank all of those
who responded to the invitation of
our Trustees to join them in con-
tributing to the Tutu_ Refugee
Fund. I have just sent a total of
$4,665 to Ms. Naomi Tutu Seav-
ers, chair of the Fund, on your be-
half. In addition to the Trustees,
approximately forty members of
the faculty, student body, and
administration participated in this
gift. I know the organizers of the
Fund will be very grateful to you
all.
James F. English Jr. Novem-
ber 26, 1985
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Connecticut, 06106.
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OMMENTARY
Open Windows
KATHRYN GALLANT
Bus Love: (Downtown, the other
day, waiting on Main Street for
the Asylum Avenue bus.) People
always come up to me. Looking in
their eyes, it's clear that they've
recently escaped from some sort of
institution. As a matter of fact,
they're probably armed and dan-
gerous. Should I talk to them, I
don't want to be rude. After all,
even psychopaths have feelings.
They're probably the only ones
who do.
Main Street is where all the bus
drivers meet, and change buses,
and then go off in opposite direc-
tions. The stretch in front of the
Traveler's tower is the hub of bus
driver society.
They all wear the same blue uni-
form and some of them wear
teamsters jackets. Even if you al-
ways thought you could trust bus
drivers, don't mess with people
wearing teamsters jackets. Stay
away from them. Just get on the
bus, pay the fare, and if a transfer
is required, be succinct and more
quickly to the rear. No sense in
enraging a teamster. We must
never forget Jimmy Hoffa; that
could be you.
There are a lot of women bus
drivers, whieh must be a sign of an
improving society.
Because they spend so much time
together, men and women bus
drivers tend to fall in love, with
one another.
The other day, waiting for the
Asylum Avenue bus, there was a
bus driver couple, crossing the
street, hand in hand. On the other
side, they embraced and kissed
passionately, their dacron uni-
forms creating synthetic static be-
tween them. They ran off to their
respective buses, she heading off
down Broad Street to Freeman
Road and he to Storrs Street. Their
love no doubt sustaining them
throughout the hectic public transit
day, thinking of the time when
they can watch the live lottery
drawing together in the evening.
Dreams: Someone with a big pile
of Richie Rich comic books. He
wanted a writer to become famil-
iar with all of the nuances of Ri-
chie's life and personal philosophy.
The writer was to write the ul-
timate Richie Rich comic book, in
which Richie is run down on a busy
street by a goggled rider suited in
black leather, on a huge Harley
Davidson. The rider's goggles were
suggestive of Yoko Ono.
(Maybe Yoko Ono killed John
Lennon. Everyone assumes that
jsut because she was his wife, she
wouldn't have killed him. You can't
be too sure, though. What's she
hiding behind those glasses?)
Richie was a martyr, ridden over
in the prime of his life, after step-
ping out of a limosine, on his way
to visit one of the thousands of fac-
tories which he owned. (A swim-
ming pool large enough to moor a
yacht. Don't deny it, there's some-
thing distinctly sensuous about
outrageous wealth. The game:
what would you do if you had all
the money in the world?)
Tire tracks across his white silk
shirt and paisley tie and his pale
white face and blond, blond hair.
Blood oozes out.
The event was to shake the foun-
dations of our society, vaguely
reminiscent of the Kennedy's,
Gandi and the Archduke Franz
Ferdinand, and various other im-
portant people.
This comic book is not meant to
be read, but broadcasted over the
radio. It is still important, that
each scene be drawn, in bright
colors, on cheap paper, even
though no one will ever see it.
Waking, wondering and marvel-
ing at what goes on in the mind
that is never seen nor acknowl-
edged.
The Importance Of Education
by Victoria Fuller
How important is a college edu-
tfoji. fe> j»u?
How important is Trinity to you?
To some people it may not mat-
ter too much and the answers to
these questions would be made lin
jest. However, to others, these
questions are in fact extremely im-
portant, their answers are serious,
and most likely these answers re-
flect their desire to learn and their
desire to be at Trinity.
Although there might be some
rhetoric from our Republicians and
pro-Reaganites, I will discuss some
facts.
Our nation has put faith in equal
opportunity, social mobility, and
the opportunity to learn. Without
an educated youth, how can we fol-
low in our "father's footsteps?"
How can we correct any past mis-
takes? The Reagan administration
has elected to cut back funding to
colleges and universities, and to
cut back federal loans for stu-
dents. For a nation that empha-
sizes the need for education and
the pride of intellectualism, this
seems to be a contradiction.
What are the proposals? The
proposals for fiscal 1986 are as fol-
lows: 1. The total budget for the
Department of Education would be
cut to $15.5 billion, placing a much
heavier burden on the states. 2.
Total federal aid to an individual
student would be limited to $4000
(Do you have the extra $10,000?
What about the next three years
to come?) 3. Students whose par-
ents earn more than $25,000 a year
would not qualify for grants, direct
loans, or work-study jobs. Close to
800,000 students pay for much of
their college through work-study
programs. 4. Students whose fam-
ilies earn more than $32,500 a year
would not qualify for federally
guaranteed loans.
These are the proposals. Now
what are the effects? Approxim-
sately one million students would
lose federsal aid. Many students
would be forced either to attend a
cheaper school, or to abandon col-
lege altogether now and middole
class families would not be able to
afford more expensive schools
caulsing a redistribution from pri-
vate, more expensive schools, to
cheaper, state-supported schools,
thus eliminating1 an individual's
freedom to choose his or her col-
lege. Schools practicing need-blind
administration; meaning that stu-
dents are accepted okn the basis
okf qualifications, credentials,
grades, etc. and the need fro finan-
cial aid is not regarded, would have
to be more cautious about who they
accept, takilng into account a stu-
dent's financial need. To me, this
is discrimination. Do we. want to
see our nation's private campuses
turn into the "richman's" cam-
puses they once were?
The arguments is not relevant to
the capitalistic theory; it involves
the theory of democracy and the
American ideology. Moreover, our
country cannot expect to prevail if
only an elite class is "well edu-
cated" while the rest of the popu-
• lace is expected to be satisfied with
what is allowed them. Who will do
the fighting? Not the elite. Can we
entrust faith in those who have
been denied access to that which .
their country has supposedly made
available to them? No.
One cannot believe that those
who are denied their freedom will
fight for the American way. It is
not just a question of balancing the
budget or punishing those who
have mismanaged federal funds, it
is also a question of ideology; op-
portunity and freedom.
How many of you would feel
proud if you were forced to attend
another school because either the
government or Trinity discrimi-
nated against you because you
needed financial assistance?
Although we cannot expect the
government to finance an individ-
ual's complete college career; we
can expect them to help those in
need in order for them to better
serve this nation. Education is our
nation's backbone.
President's Fellows To Publish Trinity Papers
Dear Editor,
As has been the
tradition, the President's fellows
have decided to publish a fifth edi-
tion of the Trinity Papers, an an-
nual • journal of outstanding
undergraduate scholarship. The
Papers will consist of superior stu-
dent fictional work, essays, pa-
pers, and scientific research
.reports. All undergraduate Trinity
students are encouraged'to submit
work done for courses, seminars,
independant studies, as well as es-
say written especially for the Pa-
pers. The work must have been
done while the author was a stu-
dent at Trinity. Papers can be on
any topic and only works of excep-
tional quality will be chose for pub-
lication.
Requirements for submitted
work are as follows: As a rule, pa-
pers should not exceed twenty-five
double spaced pages, and editors
may require revision before publi-
cation. All work submitted will be
reviewed by an editorial borad
drwan form the President's Fel-
lows. Assistance and opinions of
faculty members, administrators,
and other students who have spe-
cial knowledge in the area of a par-
ticular paper may occassionally be
sought by the editors. However,
final decisions will rest with the
editorial board, • and these deci-
, sions cannot be appealed.
The deadline for submissions for
the fifth edition of the Trinity Pa-
pers is Monday, January 27, 1986.
All materials should bb addressed
to "The Trinity Pages", Box
#1396. To eliminate personal bias,
identifying numbers will replace
the author's name on each paper
before the editorial board under-
takes consideration. Those papers
not accepted for publication will be
returned to their authors. All stu-
dents are encouraged to.consider
submitting their best efforts from
. their coursework; it's worth a try!
Liz Smart, 26 Nov. 1985.
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Perry Questions Linger
by Chip Rhodes
Features Editor
Last July thirteenth at about nine-
thirty at night a seventeen year
old Harlem youth was shot and
killed by a bullet fired by a plain-
clothed New York City police offi-
cer. The police officer's story was
given and quickly corroborated.
The officer, Lee Van Houten,
stated that he was jumped by two
black males and, considering his
life in danger, fired two bullets,
one of which struck Edmund Perry
in the chest and killed him.
The scenario seems not uncom-
mon for crime and violence-riddled
Harlem where this sort of thing
happens all the time. It also reaf-
firms, rather cogently, some of the
racist attitudes we cling to as a
society. We need not explore mo-
tives, blacks have been mugging
whites for years, why should this
particular case be any different?
Right? Wrong. This case is unique.
And, because of its singular na-
ture, it is that much more tragic.
Edmund Perry is not your typi-
cal seventeen year old Harlem res-
ident. He was already something
of a success story in the making.
He was a role model for younger
blacks strugglig against the cur-
rent of drugs, racism, and poverty.
Owing in part to a mother who
took a pointed interest in her son's
rearing and education, Edmund
was well aware of the evils of drugs
and the virtues of education. His
mother's bore fruit when Edmund
was accepted at Philips Exeter
Academy as an incoming fresh-
man.
At Exeter Edmund succeeded
not only academically, but socially
as well. He made friends of both
colons and never lost touch with
who he was and where he came
from — something that would have
been very easy at an elitist school
like Exeter.
From all accounts Edmund per-
formed a brilliant balancing act
during his four years at Exeter.
He was accepted for the most part
by the white students, but he also
became a leader among the
school's minority population. Ed-
mund also succeeded at maintain-
ing a clear perspective towards
both blacks and whites within the
confines of a predominantly white
institution. His parting words con-
tained in his senior yearbook bear
evidence of this: Edmund wrote,
"Goodbye Exeter, you taught and
showed me many things...God
bless you for that. Some things I
saw I did not like, and some things
I learned I'd rather not know.
Nevertheless, it had to be done be-
cause I could never learn not. to
learn. It's a pity we part on a less
than friendly basis, but we
do...Work to adjust yourself in a
changing world, as will I."
That a seventeen year old com-
ing from where Edmund did could
resist the easy temptation of either
bitterness or phoniness is remark-
able. So Edmund graduated and
was accepted at Stanford where he
was to study medecine. A Horatio
Alger novel come to life. So what
went wrong?
I'm not sure how important the
particulars of the shooting are. The
case was dealt with by the author-
ities swiftly and as quitely as pos-
sible. According to Van Houten
Edmund was one of the two assail-
ants. But tlfere was at least one
source who claims that it was
someone else who jumped Van
Houten and Edmund just had the
bad luck of being black and being
close by. This casts at least some
doubt on the original story.
There's no way of knowing, let
alone proving, if a cover up took
place. But I don't think that is the
most important issue here. Police
cover up for each other, regardless
of the color of the parties involved.
I doubt that Van Houten left his
house that evening with the ex-
pressed purpose of killing a black
person. The tragedy of the whole
incident derives from the fact that
Edmund's guilt would be so read-
ily believed and also the fact that
Edmund would present an imme-
diate threat to a police officer sim-
ply because he was black. It is also
an outgrowth of a society that fos-
ters, however tacitly, a racial di-
chotomy that encourages whites to
perceive blacks as threats. The bit-
ter irony lies in the fact that Ed-
mund was quite aware of this
dichotomy. Included in his year-
book were these words from rap-
per Melle Mel:
You search for justice and what
do
you find?
You find just us on the
unemployment line.
You find just us sweatin' from
dawn
to dusk.
There's no Justice, there's Just
Us... :
In time the outrage over Ed-
mund's death subsided as every-
one, especially the police, knew it
would. After all what good would
it do for Edmund? And besides,
the family's gripe was not really
with a nervous police officer who
might have overreacted, but in-
stead it was with a society that
provided the predispositon for such
• a tragedy to happen. Edmund was
a victim, not of any one person,
but rather of the gulfs and misun-
derstandings that exist in our so-
ciety today.
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• DO YOU POP OUT AT
PARTIES?!
ARE YOU UNPOPULAR?!
ARE YOU THIRSTING FOR
SOMETHING NEW AND
EXCITING?!
• DID YOUR LAST DATE LOOK
SOMETHING LIKE THIS?!
COME JOIN THE TRIPOD!
I HAVE A NEW LEASE ON LIFE
AND MY ATHLETES FEET ARE
CLEARED UP!
NOW I'VE GOT A BABE ON
MY ARM AND A SONG IN
MY HEART!
TRIPOD MEETING TONIGHT AT 7:30
— IN JACKSON BASEMENT
Feb. 7th
THE
BANTAM
BALL
LOOK FOR IT!
TO DAY,
Tuesday, December 10
Trinity College Activities Council presents
THE HOLIDAY
CRAFTS FAIR
In the Rittenberg & Alumni Lounges
Mather Campus Center
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Craftspeople from all over New England
will be there
selling a wide variety of crafts
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Midler's Hamletraachlne Presented at Austin Arts-
by Michelle Monti
Staff Writer
by Meryl Levin
Elizabeth Bennett plays Ophelia in Heiner Muller's "Hamletmachine".
Hamletmachine by Heiner
Muller, was the newest production
of Trinity's Department of Thea-
tre and Dance. It ran from Decem-
ber '5-8 and was performed in
Garmany Hall of the Austin Arts
Center. Ms. Lenora Champagne,
Artist-in-Residence, directed the
piece which included only six play-
ers. The cast included Elizabeth
Bennett, Avis Hatcher, Laura
Hofsess, and Jane Margesson as
the various sides of the character,
Ophelia. Nicholas Clifford and
Roberto Sifuentes represented the
personalities of Hamlet. This divi-
sion of personality traits was an
interesting twist to the play, which
was originally a monologue.
The play had a running time of
under an hour, which was too
short. So much material was
packed into the play, and the play-
ers spoke so quickly, that I felt
rushed and overwhelmed. Al-
though it is shortly written play, I
think it would've helped the audi-
ence if the pace had been slower.
The actors performed well with
what they were given. They were
presented with an extremely diffi-
cult piece, but I thought the way
they handled it proved them to be
very capable actors and actresses.
Each performer was allowed to
work in his own specialized me-
dium-dancing, singing, reciting po-
etry-so the specific traits of the
male and female characters were
fully developed.
The most comprehensive part of
the play, however, was the video
of a takeoff on the To Tell The
Truth game show. The cast in-
cluded: Adam Piacante as the host,
Phoebe McBride, Marcello Apol-
ito, Stephanie Lipka, and Mark
Galley as the players, and Ken
Pesta, Jessica Cushman, and Tim
Burbank as Hamlets #1,2, and 3,
respectively. The video was more
enjoyable because of its humorous
nature and comparative simplicity.
The main points of the play-that
different people have different
interpretations of Hamlet-were
best summed up in this excerpt.
Although it was intended to accent
the play, the video deserved much
more emphasis.
The set of Hamletmachine was
a creative and exciting asset to the
play. The stage was built on an
incline. A television screen sur-
faced from the empty black wall at
the back of the set. and the only
piece of furniture on stage was a
single black bench. Several tech-
nical methods were used to make
the performance more interesting,
such as a strobe light and a swing
which dropped frkom the ceiling.
However, the symbolism of these
objects meant little without an un-
derstanding of the abstract mean-
ing of the play.
Hamletmachine is very blan-
tantly full of symbolism and liter-
ary references. Ms. Champagne's
interpretation of the play was in-
teresting, but I felt it to be too
complicated for an ordinary audi-
ence. It seems that one would have
had to thoroughly examine every
aspect of Shakespeare's Hamlet to
appreciate this interpretation of it.
I do not think an audience should
have to rely on program notes or
on a director's personal explana-
tion in order to understand and ap-
preciate a play. The production
should be able to stand on its own
merits.
In conclusion, Hamletmachine
was a fair production. I did enjoy
parts of the play, but I left with
the feeling that I had missed the
point of the production. If Hamlet-
machine had been presented on a
more down-to-earth level, perhaps
I would have enjoyed it more.
Underground": Something Different at Trinity
by Jennifer Edntondson
Arts Editor
Candlelit tables, paneled walls,
and Cole Porter and jazz piano-
style: These are what one may
have experienced at the under-
croft of Mather Campus Center on
MSWday and Saturday night from 8
PM to 1 AM. Underground, Trin-
ity's "coffee house", premiered
this past Friday to an enthusiastic
reception by the student body.
Underground is modeled after
the coffee houses that were so
characteristic of the sixties. Es-
presso and other "international"
coffees were served, as well as a
few kinds of "gourmet" teas ("red
zinger"??), and various kinds of
pastries, including: cheesecake,
napoleons, and cinnamon toast.The
beverages were served in white
"real" coffee cups, a touch of class
that, in the age of "convenience"
styrofoam and plastic, impressed
me. Even the pastries were served
on matching dessert plates, at least
until the servers ran out of them.
The image was tarnished a bit by
the plasticware that accompanied
refreshments. ("Real" silverware
to accompany the cups and plates
would add so much more to Under-
ground's image). The "culinary
experience" advertised on posters
around campus was, nevertheless,
accurate. Neither food nor drink at
Underground was a disappoint-
ment. The' one alteration that the
coffee house staff might consider
is to have waitresses to serve the
customers. In ^addition to increas-
ing the authenticity of their coffee
house, waitresses would cater to
the "laziness" of customers, per-
haps increasing the business that
Underground does. If workers are
being paid to man the refreshment
table, they could handle the limited
menu without too much extra trou-
ble.
The entertainment provided by
Joe Scorese and Larry D, on Fri-
day and Saturday nights, respec-
tively, is to be highly praised. The
entertainment, reminiscent of the
virtually extinct New York piano
bars, was, in this reviewer's opin-
ion, a key to the success of the
coffee house. Both Scorese, who
stylishly presented Cole Porter and
cabaret tunes, and Larry D, whose
jazz/blues improvisation enticed
listeners, transported the room to
the classic days of Greenwich Vil-
lage. As a backdrop for quiet con-
versation and an evening of
relaxation, Underground's enter-
tainment was both appropriate and
effective.
During the course of the eve-
ning, I watched many Trinity stu-
dents walk in and then leave,
disillusioned at what they saw and
heard. However, many of those
who left were with beer in hand,
looking1 for a "typical" party. Un-
derground was, in no way, typical
of Trinity's social scene. However,
its newness and lack of conformity
is what makes this "coffee house"
so unique, special, and refreshing.
Those who did stay were pleased
with what they saw, heard, and
experienced. Underground seems
to be just what Trinity needs to
appeal to the nostalgia and com-
plexity of the student body.
Chiranoy Gives Concert
by Rick KozaJc
Staff Writer
Upcoming Cultural Events
Holiday Tree Festival
The annual Festival of Trees is
being held again this year at the
Wadsworth Atheneum, located at
600 Main Street. The festival fea-
tures decorated trees, wreaths,
and Christmas ornaments. For
more information, call 278-2670.
Frayn V'Noises Off"
The Bushnell Memorial presents
the play,"Noises Off" for three
performances only, January 7,8;
and 9 at 8 p.m. The production fea-
tures Noel Harrison, son of Rex
Harrison. Tickets range in price
from $13.00 to $23.00. Tickets are
also available at all TICKETRON
outlets or by calling TELETRON
1-800-922-2030. For tickets and in-
formation, call the Bushnell box of-
fice at 246-6807.
Atheneum Hosts Trip
The Wadsworth Atheneum is
sponsoring a day trip on December
12 to see the exhibition India! at
the Metropolitan Musuem of-Art
in New York City. Also scheduled
is a visit to the Asia Society Gal-
leries established by Nelson Rock-
efeller. Dr. Nancy Schuster will
accompany hostesses Pat Hadlow
and Jean Glasel on the trip. Dr.
Schuster, a former professor at
Wesleyan, is a scholar of Asian art
and religion. Cost of the trip is
$43.00. Bus departure times are
7:30 a.m. at the Ramada Inn in
East Hartford, and 7:45 a.m. at
Bishops Corner. Departure from
New York will be at 6:00 p.m. Re-
servations can he made bv mail tQ
Mrs. L. Webster Harlan, 66 Cliff-
more Road, West Hartford, CT
06107. For more information, call
Jean Glassel at 674-1114.
Gift Paper Workshop
A workshop in gift paper and or- .
nament making is being offered by
the Education Department of the
Wadsworth Atheneum on Decem-
ber 21 from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Cost for the "Gift Paper and Or-
nament Workshop" is $1.00 per
person. No pre-registration is nec-
essary; drop-ins are welcome. The
workshop will take place in the
Hartford Courant Room. For more
information on programs being of-
fered by the Education Depart-
ment, please call 278-2670,
ext.322.
Plaza Festival of Lights
Travelers Insurance Companies
is presenting its traditional Festi-
val of Lights, at Constitution
Plaza, from November 29-January
1. The festival runs from dusk to
10 p.m. daily. For furthur infor-
mation, please call Travelers at
277-3476.
"Paper Beasts" at Avery
Avery Theatre of Wadsworth
Atheneum will present "The Mys-
tic Paper Beasts" on Sunday, De-
cember 29 at 2:00 p.m. The
production ils made up of Daniel
and Melisande Potter transform-
ing themselves into masked myst-
ical beasts. THe cost for The
Mystic Paper Beasts is $2.00 for
adults, $1.00 for children 12 and
under. For more information, call
the Atheneum's Education De-
partment at 278-2670, ext. 322.
"Marriage" at Yale Rep
The Yale Repertory Theatre is
presenting Nikolai Gogol's Mar-
riage ,a 19th century farce, from
November 25 through December
21. Performances are scheduled at
8:00 p.m. on Mondays through Fri-
days, 8:30 p.m. on Saturdays, and
2:00 p.m. matinees on Saturdays
and Wednesday, December 11.
Tickets prices for the show range
from $12.50 for Monday through
Wednesday evening performances
as well as all matinees and $19.50
for Friday and Saturday perform-
ances.
Holiday Crafts Show
There is a a holiday craft show
being presented at the Old State
House.located at 800 Main Street,
from November 29 through De-
cember 23. The show will feature
Connecticut artisans and their
work in the areas of quilting, glass-
blowing, and the like. The show,
which is free, is open on Tuesday
through Saturday, from 10 a.m.-5
p.m. as well as on Sunday, from 12
p.m.-5 p.m. For furthur informa-
tion, call 522-6766.
Bushnell's "Nutcracker'
The ballet,"The Nutcracker", ai
performed by the Hartford Balle'
Company, is being- presented ai
The Bushnell Memorial, 166 Capi
tol Avenue, from December 10-22,
For ticket prices and other infor-
mation, call the Bushnell Box Of-
, fice at 246J38Q7. _. ,_.
I was fortunate enough last week
to attend the much talked about
"Peace Concert" of the Indian
guru Sri Chinmoy at the Bushnell
Hall in Hartford. A newcomer to
the meditative world, I was partic-
ularly inspired by the peaceful at-
mosphere in which Chinmoy played
serene compositions on such in-
struments as the Indian esraj, the
concert flute, the miniature Indian
organ, the cello, and the harpsi-
cord. Chinmoy, who played the en-
tire concert while in a state of
meditation, hopes to promote
world peace through his concerts,
which he calls " a vehicle to trans-
mit a meditative conciousness".
Chinmoy believes that world peace
cannot be achieved unless there is
first peace within the individual.
Before going to the show, I knew
very little about Sri Chinmoy, ex-
cept that his name had been men-
tioned on a few of my John
McLaughlin and Santana albums.
I didn't know whether to expect a
jam session or gospel hour, and ap-
parently neither did many of the
people there, judging from the di-__
versity of the crowd. When the
concert began with several Chin-
moy disciples singing a harmony
about peace, I noticed several dis-'
appointed beatniks quickly make
for the exit.
Most of the compositions Chin-
moy played were very simple, yet
delicate instrumentals which set a
very contemplative mood. The sur-
prise of the performance came
when Chinmoy sang "America the
Beautiful", one of the few times
he spoke during the show. Chin-
moy's most skillful performance
came on the esmaj, which seemed
to put everyone into a meditative
state. The simplicity of Chinmoy's
instrumentals emphasized his in-
tentions that the music be merely
an expression of the simple peace
he hopes to imbed in the hearts of.
his listeners.
From my seat in the balcony, it
was particularly evident what di-
verse shapes and sizes peace lov-
ers come in. To my left sat an
elderly couple of about 60 or 70.
Behind me sat a group of about 15-
. 20 people who resembled some-
what of a cross between the Hell's
Angels and The Allman" Bros.
Band. They were apparently hop-
ing for more of a Woodstock than
an evening, of meditation, since
most disappeared minutes into the
show. To my right sat two girls
who were almost in tears that Sri
didn't play '"Fire On The Moutain"
and kept telling people to keep the
doors closed so that none of the
"energy" would escape. I was par-
ticlularly impressed by the number
of people wearing tuxedos,
dresses, and, in addition, the num-
ber wearing Indian robes.
Chinmoy, besides being a com-
poser and author of over 600
books, is also the director of peace
meditation at the U.N.. Since 1970,
he has been holding meditation
sessions before each session of the
U.N. which are open to all .dele-
gates. Chinmoy, at age 54, exer-
cises daily and stresses the need
for physical as well as spiritual fit-
ness. In addition, Chinmoy is an
artist, and has created over
140,000 paintings over the years.
He has had as disciples such music
greats as Carlos Santana, John
MeLaughlin, and Clarence Clem-
mons. He has received commend-
ations from Pope John IV.
Chinmoy has dedicated all his tal-
ents to the pursuit of world peace,
his life's goal.
The concert itself was a very in-
teresting and broadening experi-
ence. Indeed, the mere fact of
Chinmoy's intention is enough to
make it worthwhile. If one went
with an open mind, it was not dif-
ficult to feel what Chinmoy was
trying to express with his music!
No, I didn't reach "nirvana", but
I was left with a definite feeling of
peace.
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Joe Adam Leads Wrestling
by Stephen Balon
Senior Staff Writer
With less than half of the neces-
sary regulars, the men's varsity
wrestling team is looking toward a
grueling, but hopefully spirited
season. Led by last season's New
England champion Joe Adam in
the 177 )b. weight class, the Bants
will still cause some trouble for op-
ponents on an individual basis.
Last year's sub-par record does not
even seem likely this year with the
lack of bodies. However, each in-
dividual wrestler has personal
goals to help carry him through
the winter sport.
Besides senior captain Adam,
Coach Michael Darr has a few
other hearty bodies to count on for
his matches. Seniors Nick Veronis
Whalers
Hockey
Update
by Sean Dougherty
Staff Writer
Through the first quarter of the
NHL season the Hartford Whalers
are at .500, 12-12.
Watching the Whalers has been
like riding a roller coaster for the
last couple of weeks. '
When Mike Liut played well, the
offense fell flat and vice versa. Liut
stopped 34 of 35 shots against the
Buffalo Sabres on November 19th.
The Whalers were shut out. On
Wednesday, Liut's poor play put
the'Whalers down by two goals
going into the third period against
Calgary..The Whalers came back
to tie the game early in the third
period, before Liut let in another
four goals.
There have been high points,
such as a waloping 9-0 shutout over
the LA Kings, and Saturday's 7-2
pounding of the Boston Bruins.
The highest points however, have
come from the General Manger's
office.
Two of the Whaler's least effec-
tive players, Ray Neufeld and Jor-
gen Petterson, were traded for two
established players. All-Star de-
fenseman Dave Babych and for-
mer Frank Selke trophy winner,
Doug Jarvis should solve a lot of
the problems the Whalers have
been having on defense. Babych
should give the Whale an offensive
threat at the defense position,
while Jarvis will perform Mike
Zuke's role, only more effectively.
Besides, there isn't any way the
Whalers could get worse by dump-
ing losers like Petterson and Neu-
feld. Now if only Cat Francis can
find a home for Risto Siltanen.
This week's Whaler Hero is
Kevin Dineen. Dineen's hustling,
hard working play has been an in-
spiration to the Whalers. Honora-
ble mention goes to the Whaler's
"second" line, of Stewart Gavin,
Paul Lawless, and Ray Ferraro.
These three guys work well to-
gether and complement each oth-
er's abilities.
The Whaler Villian will not be
awarded this time because the
leading candidates, Petterson and
Neufeld, have been traded, The re-
cent losses have all been team
losses and the wins team wins so
we'll leave well enough alone. Risto
Siltanen dodges the bullet this is-
sue.
and Pete Gallitano will weigh in at
142 and 167 pounds respectively.
Sophomore Eric Jacobson will also
take the mat at 167, and fellow
classman Mark Weiland at 150. Fi-
nally, the freshman Matt Madaus
will wrestle at 158. This leaves half
of the weight classes unrepre-
sented, which is very unfortunate
as far as team scoring is con-
cerned. That is why Coach Darr is
looking for good, hustling- individ-
ual efforts from his team.
During their first meet against
perennial power WPI, the Bants
were handily defeated due to in-
sufficient bodies. The highlight of
the match was Joe Adam's hard-
fought victory over a tough WPI
opponent. One of the main reasons
for the lack of success was also
that each team member wrestled
in a weight class higher than their
norm. All moved up one, meaning
that Adam was wrestling in the
190 lb. weight class.
Adam is the center and the star
of the team. His spirit is outstand-
ing, and it's influence should be
felt on the team during the year.
There were no other Trinity vic-
tories against WPI this Saturday.
However, Nick Veronis, one of the
possible contenders to make waves
at the New Englands, lost a tough
match. Mark Weiland also gave a
battle out of his weight class, only
to be defeated.
If the team makes an effort to
hustle and work hard, despite the
adversity of an impending winless
season, there can be some good re-
sults in the individual wrestlers'
minds and for the future of Trinity
wrestling.
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pholo by Mark BridgesGuard Terry Blaney provides bench strength.
Loughlin And Company
Outswim S.M.U. By 27
by Tom Swiers
Senior Staff Writer
While the women's swim team
was winning, the men were also
enjoying their Saturday, beating
S.M.U. 56-29. After losing to
S.M.U. over the years, the win was
certainly sweet.
Pete Ostrander, Mark Jamil-
kowski, Phil Drinkhaus, and Ridge
Cromwell opened for Trinity in the
•400 medley relay with an easy win.
Captain Jim Loughlin followed
with another first place finish in
the 200-yard freestyle. Nick Clif-
ford faced strong S.M.U. competi-
tion in the 50 freestyle and was
only able to take second for Trin-
ity. Chris Robbins came back with
a win for the Bants in the 200 in-
dividual medley. For the next four
events Trinity and S.M.U. traded
wins, but Trinity came out with
more points thanks to greater
depth. The score was 41-28 in
Trin's favor, Louglin and Jamil-
kowski insured a Bant victory with
their one-two finish in the 200-yard
breaststroke. The S.M.U. swim-
mers simply could not keep up with
Loughlin or Jamilkowski. Crom-
well, Ostrander, Robbins, and
Loughlin added more points with
their easy win in the 400-yard
freestyle relay.
In the past, the men have relied
upon a few good swimmers to win.
Two years ago, the men's record
was 2-8. Last year, the Bants im-
proved to a 4-5 record. The main
reason for the improvement was
growing depth. Coach Chet Mc-
Phee feels that this will be the
school's strongest men's team in .
recent years as the team has good
depth, rather than just a few sound
swimmers. Freshmen Ostrander •
and Cromwell have provided added ;
depth this year.
In the diving department, Kirk
Brett has been joined by two new
divers, Tony Grossman and Carl
Fier. Fier comes with high school
experience and, with time, will im-
prove.
Coach McPhee has been pleas-
antly surprised with the times
early in the season and is hopeful
that the Bantams will improve over
last year's 4-5 mark.
The Bants next meet in on Jan-
uary 18th, a home meet against
Union.
Men's
Swimming
continued from page 12
Rice of S.M.U. S.M.U. continued
its very brief winning streak with
a one-two finish in the 100 back-
stroke. Two events later in the 200-
yard individual medley, after an-
other win by Brennan, Deer and
Finn went one-two again and
thereby made it impossible for
S.M.U. to win regardless of results
in the last two events. S.M.U. did
take first in the next event, but
Klarides had her best time ever at
1:18.9 in the 100 breaststroke, los-
ing by a touch.
The final score was 63-41 in fa-
vor of Trinity. The outlook for the
rest of the season is an uphill bat-
tle. In most of the upcoming nine
meets, Trinity will be the under-
dog, which is quite a turn of events
for this team considering the pow-
erhouse they were two years ago.
With three All-Americans, Bren-"
nan, Finn, and Hubbard and plenty
of young talent, Chet McPhee's
Chicks will still be a strong team.
The next event will be after the
X-Mas break, an away event at Mt.
Holyoke on January 16th. .
Ken Abere is (he all-time Trin scorer. photo by Mark Bridges
A Saturday Night Of
Bantam Sports Records
Saturday night was a night of streaks and records for the Trinity athletic
community.
At approximately 7:40pm in the Trinity gymnasium, senior forward Ken
' Abere shot in a rebound of Bill Pfohl's missed shot to give the Bantams
varsity basketball team a 2-0 lead. Two-0 leads are normally not cause for
celebration, but this particular hoop was certainly something to get ex-
cited about. Abere's buckett placed him at the top of the all-time leading
Trinity scoring list. The,6'4" senior from Montviile, New Jersey had been
tied with Jim Bates ('84) and Jim Belfiore ('66) with 1369 career points
following the Amherst game on December 4th. But his follow-up against
Manhattanville on Saturday gave him sole possession of the scoring crown.
Abere finished up the game with 18 points, eight rebounds and four
assists; your typical Abere game. Thus far this season, Abere is averaging
about 20 points per game, a pace that he's maintained in his four-year
career at Trinity.
The Tri-captain averaged 20.6 points per game and 7.4 rebounds per
game last season as he was named to the third team All-American Squad.
His fall-away jumper and drives to the hoop have become familiar sights
to Trinity basketball fans over the years and his multi-dimensional play
Sports View
MARC ESTERMAN
has keyed successive Division III championships for head coach Stan
Ogrodnick. The scoring record is another feather in Abere's cap, and if
he keeps up his usual superlative play, his talented teammates and he
could very well add a much bigger feather: a third straight ECAC title. If
they do, rest assured that Ken Abere will have a lot to do with it.
On the flip side of the coin, while the basketball team was routing
Manhattanville by 12 points, the hockey team was losing 5-4 to visiting
Conn College. The loss broke a four-game Bantam winning streak and
pushed Trin one game behind the first place Camels in the ECAC Division
III standings. For Conn College, the win was a big psychological break as
well; it marked the first time that the Camels had ever beaten Trinity in
hockey. Once more, it earned Conn College the championship trophy in
the McCabe Tournament. Trinity had won that award last year. While the
loss snapped one streak, it maintained another; no hosting team has ever
won the McCabe Tournament.
So much for a Saturday night of streaks and records. One mark, like
Abere's point-scoring exploits, was good; the other, like the hockey team's
loss to Conn College, was bad. I guess that's the nature of streaks. They're
streaky.
Tonight Basketball
at Coast Guard
8:00 p.m. WKTC — 89.3 FM
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Skaters Edged By
Conn College Team
continued from page 12
The Camels continued to fore-
check effectively and bottled up the
Bants for the remainder of the
game, although they did mount
some pressure after pulling
FitzGerald for a sixth attacker
with :30 left.
A loss is never easy to accept,
especially when it comes to a team
that isn't as talented as yours. But
Dunham hopes that the Bantams
will learn from this defeat.
"We play some tough road
games later in the season and
maybe getting kicked in the butts
tonight will remind them that
they've got to play 60 minutes of
hockey to win."
Despite the loss, there were
some individual bright spots. Three
freshman, Rob McCool .(a defense-
man), Trip Manley (a center), and
Jay Williamson (a left wing) played
well. McCool threw his six-feet,
200-pound frame around the rink
and pinched in effectively at the
point; Williamson and Manley cre-
ated several scoring opportunities
in the slot as well.
The Bantams will try to get back
to their winning ways tonight
when they take on Fairfield at
7:30pm at home.
Read Tripod Sports
' ' '•*,'[? \'-":~:~<kv.
photo by Tara Tracey Tom "Lotus" Sheehy streaks down right wing.
Squash Beats Araherst
by Tom Chapman
Staff Writer
photo by Tara fracey shorthanded goal keyed win over Amnersi.
' The Trinity men's squash team
began its season this past week
with three games against M.I.T.,
Harvard, and Amherst respec-
tively and won two out of the
three, starting the season in a
strong fashion.
The complete 'men's varsity
squash team is comprised of cap-
tain J.D. Cregan, Bill Villari, Paul
Stauffer, Jerome Kapelus, Bruce
Hauptfuhrer, Tim Burbank, Nick
Ritchie, Busty Fearing, Jim Tom-
Jinson, Chris Smith, John Ralston,
and Eric Shreyer.
On Tuesday, Trinity played
M.I.T. and won all 10 matches with
scores of 3-0, except for one match
which ended up at 3-1. Coach Ste-
phen Heath said the M.I.T. team
was weak and that he had ex-
pected that Trinity would beat
M.I.T, by a considerable margin.
On Thursday, the Bantams
played Harvard in a home game in
front of a packed crowd. Harvard
was last year's number one ranked
nine-man team while Trinity was
the number two club. The play of
the Bantams was strong according
to coach Heath, but not strong
enough as they lost to the Crimson
8-1. Sophomore Hauptfuhrer was
the only player to win a match
against the more experienced Har-
vard school.
On Friday, Trinity traveled to
Amherst and defeated the Lord
Jeffs 8-1. Captain Cregan did not
play because of an injured ankle,
hurt in the Harvard match. J.V.
player Bill Monoghan played as a
substitute and fared well. The only
match lost was Rusty Fearing's.
The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
College View Athlete
Of The Week TONIGHT IS
PITCHER
NIGHT AT
x
rHE "VIEW"
RESULTS;
Men's easetball — 78,
MariheutanviHe — 66.
Hockey — 4, Conn. College — 5.
Hockey — 6, Amherst— i,
Hockey — 11, west field State — *.
Hockey — 12, St. Michael's —- 2.
Hockey — e, Nichols — 5.
Womens' Swimming — 63, S.M.U.
— 4 1 ; . • ' • •
Men !s Swimming ~ 56, S.M.U. — 29.
Men's Squash -r- 8, Amherst — i.
Wrestling ~ lost to W.P.I.
The College View Athlete of the Week is Ken Abere.
The senior forward scored 18 points against Manhattan-
vide on Saturday as Trinity won 78-66. Abere broke the
Trinity all-time scoring mark.of 1369 when he scored the
game's first bucket.
THIS.-WEEK ' _ ' •,
TUESDAY — ' , ,
Hockey — Fairfield Home 7:3o p.m.
Men's Basketball —- Coast Guard
Away 8:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY —
Women's Basketball — Smith Home
7:30 p.m.
Sqiyish — Wcsleyan Away 7:3O p.m.
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Men's Hoop Off To 5-0 Start * ?.'
by Gabe Harris
Senior Staff Writer
Before the start of the 1985-86
basketball season, Trinity coach
Stan Ogrodnik was wary of his
team's number 2two ranking in
New England.
"The ranking is fine, but it hasn't
won any games for us," he said.
The ranking still hasn't won any
games for the Bantams, but the
players have, racing to a 5-0 start
with wins over Nichols, Keane,
Westfield State, Amherst, and
Manhattan ville.
Although the team has looked
shaky at times, especially in the
early parts of games, the veteran
lineup has managed to play well
when it counts. On paper, the team
looks great. They have won their
five games by ail average of 19
points, outrebounded their opposi-
tion 48-35, and held teams to an
incredible 34.2 field goal percent-
age.
In the season opener against Ni-
chols, Mike Donovan led five Ban-
tams in double figures as Trinity
rolled to a 91-61 victory. Despite
the large margin of victory, the
game was closely contested for the
first nine minutes. Ken Abere, who
was honored in a pre-game cere-
mony for being selected to last
year's Division III All-America
team, opened the season's scoring
40 seconds in with a layup off a
nice pass from Bill Pfohi.
But the Bisons scored the next
six points, four by high scoring
guard Gino Manzi (16 points). Then
the Bants went on one of their two
critical streaks in the game, a two-
minvite, 10-point tear. The surge
was led by sophomore guard-Tom
Fitzgerald (14 points, 4 assists),
who scored six of the points and
assisted on another bucket.
"With teams concentrating on
Kenny inside," says Fitzgerald,
"I'm going to get the open jump-
ers, and I have to hit those to take
the pressure off the guys inside."
The Bants blew the game open,
scoring 12 unanswered points to
take a 31-14 lead with 5:10 remain-
ing. Junior point guard Mike Don-
ovan had eight of those points, and
freshman Don Green chipped in
with two long jumpers.
"I've been working on my
jumpshot a lot," said Green, "and
I feel confident with it." He cer-
tainly looked confident, scoring 10
points in his first collegiate game.
Donovan connected on ten
straight field goals after missing
his first. Donovan attributed his
success to the Bantams new up-
tempo philosophy. "Now that
we're running more, I have more
of a chance to get my shot off in
the open court."
Trinity took a 38-24 lead into the
locker room and never looked back,
outscoring their overmatched op-
ponents 53-37 in the second half.
"You always feel a little shaky
going into the first game, because
you just never know what's going
to happen," said Ogrodnik. "I was
happy with the defense, they did a
nice job tonight. Donald Green also
gave us a spark off the bench. He
looked very confident.
Trinity also won their next two
games by large margins, an 84-56
win over Kean (N.J.) College and
a 73-52 victory against Westfield
State.
Ogrodnik and his troops had the
dubious pleasure of spending their
Thanksgiving Friday in Newark,
NJ. The unfamiliar surroundings
hindered the Bantams early, and
the game was close until the sec-
ond half.. "They (Kean) were a
pretty good team," said Ogrodnik,
"and they hit us with a lot of quick-
ness early, but we battled back in
the second half."
The Westfield game took a aim*
ilar course, a close first half and
all Trinity in the second. But
Ogrodnik indicated that the close-
ness of the early going was due to
poor play on Trinity's part, not
good play by the opposition. The
Bants regrouped in the second
stanza, however, and were led by
Abere's 20 points.
Last Wednesday the Bantams
took on Amherst, a perenially
tough squad which beat Trinity in
last year's opener. The game
started out the same way as the
last three — with the Bants look-
ing shaky and falling behind. They
fell behind 8-0 and didn't even
score until 4:25 had elapsed. Trin-
ity fought hard to catch the Lord
Jeffs throughout the half, but
every time they got close, Am-
herst held them off, and at the half
Amherst led 34-33.
The second half was more to the
Bants liking however. After fall-
ing behind 46-38 with 14:30 to go,
Green started a crucial 9-0 spurt
with a three point play. After an
Amherst timeout, Green finished
the streak with a tough 10 foot
jumper. Trinity led 47-46, and
never trailed the rest of the way.
At the end, the only suspense was
whether or not Abere would break
the scoring record. His 26 points
only tied it, but it was enough for
a 71-68 Trinity win.
"In the first half we weren't run-
ning the offense through, and it
hurt us," said Abere, "but in the
second half we settled into the of-
fense."
After the game, Ogrodnik was
less than ecstatic about the per-
formance. "We're really not play-
ing well. I've been saying that, but
when you win by 30, people don't
believe you. We've got to begin to
execute properly. If we play like
this against Manhattanville, we're
going to lose."
They didn't and they didn't.
Trinity led all the way against its
undersized opponents, and took a
convincing 78-66 victory. The most
exciting basket of the game was
the first one, as Abere, in his typ-
ical -workmanlike faahiQix.gj'abbfed
a'BiS PfoM missfand kyel t t f hie'
historic 1,371st point. The Ban-
tams raced out to an 18-9 advan-
tage, and Manhattanville never got
within a half-dozen the rest of the
game.
Tonight, the Bantams play the
Coast Guard Academy. The game,
which will be in New London, can
be heard on WRTC, 89.3 FM, at 8
pm :
Hockey Loses McCabe Crown
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
Their official nickname may be
the Camels, but when they skated
off the rink at the game's conclu-
sion, Conn College's hockey play-
ers looked more like Cheshire Cats.
The Camels had ample reason to
be smiling; they had just knocked
off the Bantams in the champion-
ship round of the annual McCabe
Tournament. Conn College upset
Trinity 5-4 in a game played at
Trinity's Kingswood-Oxford rink.
The Bants, victors of last year's
McCabe tournament, hosted the
four-team affair this season and
advanced to the final round by
beating Amherst 6-1 in the opener.
Conn College defeated Wesleyan
7-3 in its opening round tilt.
For the Camels, this was a par-
• ticularly significant win. It marked
the first time that Conn College
had ever beaten Trinity in hockey.
The victory also vaulted the Cam-
els into sole possession of first
place in the ECAC Division III
standings. The Camels are now 4-
0 in league play, while Trinity is 3-
1. ' .
The loss dropped the Bantams to
4-2 overall and snapped' a four-
game winning streak. Conn Col-
lege is now 5-1.
The Camels traditionally play a
physical brand of hockey and Sat-
urday night's game was no excep-
tion. They elbowed, pushed, and
checked their way under the skin
of the Bantams, drawing several
retaliatory penalties. Conn College
cashed in on its power play chances
in the second stanza, popping three
goals past Bantam netminder Art
FitzGerald, all on man-up situa-
tions.
Trinity got into a dump-and-
chase pattern and was never able
to really open up its offense. On
the rare occasions when it did ap-
ply sustained pressure to fresh-
man goalie Lou Schwing, like in
the third period, it was able to
score.
"Penalties definately hurt us,"
explained Trinity head coach John
Dunham, "but if we had played
with the same kind of intensity we
showed in the third period for the
entire game, things might have
been different."
Despite the current standings,
consensus says that the Bants have
better talent than Conn. College.
But this was a game determined
by momentum and not talent and,
unfortunately for Trinity, the
Camels had most of that on their
side.
Conn College . opened up the
scoring before Reed Whitmore,
who had an exceptional game, sco-
red two unassisted goals. The first
came when he beat a lunging
Schwing for a loose puck and fired
it off a defenseman's skate into the
empty cage. He won the ensuing
face-off and beat Schwing with a
weak backhander to give Trin a 2-
1 lead after one.
The Bantams were lucky to come
away with the lead as Camel win-
ger Ron Olson missed on two
breakaways.
Trin spent most of the second
period in the penalty box and the
Camels, who came out forecheck-
ing with a. furor, capitalized with
three powerplay goals.
Peter Mohr scored on a nice in-
dividual effort, beating FitzGerald
with a wrister up top from about
10 feet out.
Captain Gaar Talanian received
an early Christmas present when
his weak shot from the point tric-
kled in to give the visitors a 3-2
lead.
Jerry Olivetti scored off a scram-
ble in front of the net to complete
the Camel scoring blitz.
To Trinity's credit, it fought its
way back for a 4-4 tie in the third
period. The Bants were able to
avoid costly penalties and, with
even strength, their "superior skat-
ing abiltiy wore down the some-
what immobile Camel defense.
Captain Vern Meyer scored his
sixth of the season off a beautiful
pass from Whitmore, who guided
a two-on-one break. Whitmore
drew the defenseman to him and
then shoveled across to Meyer,
who beat the fallen Schwing to cut
the lead to 4-3.
Trinity notched the equalizer
moments later when sophomore
winger Dave Provost scored his
second of the year on a wrist shot
from the top of the slot.
But after fighting back for the
tie, the Camels broke the Ban-
tams' backs with a cheap goal late
in the third period. Mike Moccia,
the Camels' first-line center, stole
a puck at his own blue line, cas-
ually skated to the Bantam line,
and flicked a knuckler past the sur-
prised FitzGerald to give Conn
College the 5-4 lead. ;
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Ken Abere lets fly for Trinity
Hockey is now 4-2.
Ghet's Chicks Star
by Tom Swicrs
Senior Staff V^riter
Saturday turned out to be a good
day for Trinity's women swim-
mers. The swimmers from South-
eastern Massachusetts University
proved to be no match for Trinity
and at no time did S.M.U. threaten
the early lead that Trinity quickly
established.
Ginny Finn, Themis Klarides,
Chever Voltmar, and Karen Hub-
bard swam the first event, the 200
medley relay. It proved to be close,
but an excellent performance by
Hubbard with her time of 25.7 won
the event for Trinity at the end.
Barbie Brennan increased Trini-
ty's lead with her first place finish
in the 1000-yard freestyle, Bren-
nan's time of 11:24.03 placed her
more than a minute ahead of the
nearest S.M.U. swimmer. Susan
Deer and Finn expanded Trin's
lead with a one-two finish in the
following event, the 200 freestyle.
Hubbard and Cary Lyford contin-
ued the sweep with a one-three fin-
ish in the 50 freestyle. At the end
of the fourth event Trinity was
comfortably ahead, 27-7.
Freshman Amy Paulson per-
formed well in the marathon div-
ing session, but a questionable
action on the part of one' of the
referees gave first place to Kim
continued on page 10
